Welcome to Issue 104 of Phaser World
November. Already. That's not scary at all. Not one bit! This year appears to be
vanishing at an alarming rate. We've another large Dev Log this week, lots of new

games and tutorials and a massive sale on the excellent Zenva Phaser courses.
I trust you all had a suitably spooky Halloween and bonfire night (here in the UK
anyway). The nights may be getting darker and colder, but all the more reason to
nerd out and get building something :)
So, until the next issue, keep on coding. Drop me a line if you've got any news
you'd like featured. You can reply to this email or grab me on the Phaser Slack or
Discord channels.

It's that time of the year again when Zenva run insane discounts on their popular
Phaser courses. You can get the Complete Mobile Game Development Course
(Platinum Edition) for just $39.
That's 17 modules, including the new PhoneGap module, 15 projects, loads of
content, resources and tutor lead learning for a bargain price. I'm often asked
which is the best video course to learn Phaser, and honestly, this is it. Grab it
while you can!

The Latest Games

Game of the Week
Mahjong Fortuna 2
Get lost in a deep sense of thought and serene tranquility as you explode
peaceful this mahjong game hunting down the Fortuna tiles.

Staff Pick
Duo
Tap and keep your balance as you try to progress up the screen in this geometry
reflex timing nightmare!

Football Juggle
Juggle the ball and perform amazing football tricks. Draw a crowd around you
and impress your audience.

Arrow Way
A fun little Android app where you simply have to match the arrows to keep up as
things get faster.

Wind Soldier
Parachute behind enemy lines and avoid everything they throw at you!

What's New?

New Phaser Udemy Course
A comprehensive new Spanish Phaser Course on Udemy with over 4.5 hours of
video content and resources.

Phaser Tilemap Plus
Tilemap animations, physics, events and custom property enhancements for
Tiled JSON map files.

Alignment Grid Tutorial

Using an alignment grid for UI placements in responsive screen sizes.

Building a Level Generator Tutorial
Taking his original 10 level game, Emanuele walks you through the process of
creating a level generator for it.

Creating an Endless Runner Part 6
The sixth part of the endless runner tutorial series adds in the graphics for the
main runner in the game.

Game Off
The 5th annual GitHub game jam starts is go! Get involved and check out our
Phaser resources.

Welcome and a massive thank you to the new Phaser Patrons who joined us this
week: Johnny Cheng, Andrew Avdeev and Osakimov.
Patreon is a way to contribute towards the Phaser project on a monthly basis.
This money is used entirely to fund development costs and is the only reason

we're able to invest so much time into our work. You can also donate via PayPal.
Backers get forum badges, discounts on plugins and books, and are entitled to
free monthly coding support via Slack or Skype.

Dev Log #104
Another week, another beta: Phaser 3 Beta 9 is now out. You can grab it from
GitHub pre-built, or from npm using the beta tag. This build includes all work
completed over the past week.

Help is at hand
I'm pleased to announce that I've now got two people helping me out with the
Phaser News articles. It took a bit of time getting set-up but now they're up and
running. It should free-up nearly a whole day a week for me, which is all time can
now dedicate to v3.
A number of you also responded to my request for freelance devs to help get the
V3 build finished. Thank you to everyone who did so. I have been in touch with
several of you and we're in negotiations to get help underway for the Tilemap API
and Sound API. Originally I was going to do the new Sound API, but someone
with a lot more experience offered his help, so it'll free me up to work on another
area instead. I'm having to be very careful because as you can appreciate these
devs are being paid for their time, and I don't want to burn through what little
reserves we have - even so, I feel this will be money well invested as it'll tick-off
two massive areas of the API.

Nip and Tuck
We've seen a noticeable uptick in V3 issues reported on GitHub. This is great
because it means people are starting to really look at it and it makes the API
more solid as we work through the bugs and address them. So what's happened

over the past 5 days of dev?
First I finished off adding in support for particle emitters on curves and paths. This
has been shown in the Dev Logs before and isn't something new, but the API
was tidied up and made a lot easier to extend and I created a couple of pretty
demos to show it in action. Drag the handles around on this one for example:

Drag the curve handles

You can emit along the edges of a Curve or Path now, either in sequence, with a
yoyo enabled or just at random. This new example shows all 3 types in action at
once on the same curve:

That's enough particles. Other than wanting to change how you apply a tint to
them they're effectively fully complete now.
Felipe's first task of the week was to fix an issue with the Tilemap renderer where
it would completely ignore the zoom factor of a camera, making creating minimaps quite hard. This now works properly (as can be seen in this basic
example).
Also on Tilemaps I also addressed an issue raised on GitHub where the renderer
would cause corruption should the first tile of the tileset image not be transparent.
When dealing with maps created in Tiled it starts with a 1 based offset for the tile
IDs, but with map data from CSV files this isn't always the case. So in some
cases, you want the renderer to skip zero index tiles and in others you want it to
actually render them. The solution was a new flag in the Tilemap class
'skipIndexZero'. Toggle this and the renderer will switch accordingly. This works
for both the Static and Dynamic tilemaps and covers both bases.

Game Object Bounds
After fixing some issues in the Event Dispatcher (deleting an event during its
callback would throw an error) I moved on to addressing another reported issue,
that getBounds didn't work if the origin of the Game Object wasn't zero. This
actually turned out to be more involved than expected but lead way to some new

API features that had been on the backlog for a while anyway. First of all Get
Bounds was fixed, regardless of origin or scale:

There are no bounds to our bounds!

And as a result, I implemented the methods getTopLeft, getTopRight,
getBottomLeft and getBottomRight which return Vec2 objects containing the
corresponding coordinate of the Game Object, again regardless of origin, rotation
or scale:

Edge points

The colored rectangles are the edge points. While the bounds are really useful for
things like quick elimination tests and culling, the edge points are even more
useful when it comes to object overlaps and more precise intersections. It's
something I feel you should always have been able to get from any Game Object
in v2, but you now can.

Sprite Sheets in Texture Atlases
Months ago when I built the Texture Manager I included the option to extract a
sprite sheet from out of a texture atlas. At the time it only worked if the sprite
sheet was un-trimmed and duly an issue was raised in GitHub about it. So I sat
down and finished it off for once and all. It turned out to be a quite significant task
but one which I feel was vitally important all the same.

Sheets within sheets

What this now means is that you can include traditional fixed-frame sprite sheets
within your texture atlases. This is especially useful if you have a number of
animations that use sprite sheets and want to avoid texture thrashing on the GPU
as a result of swapping from the atlas to another image and back again.
The reason it took a while to fix is that atlas software like Texture Packer has an
option called 'Trim', which basically chops off all of the transparent space around
images added to the atlas in order to save space. The offsets are then recorded
in the atlas data and it's up to the renderer to figure it all out. Of course, everyone
uses this feature. I certainly do! But it caused real problems for sprite sheets
because sprite sheets work on the basis of every single frame being the exact
same size. But if the atlas software has trimmed the edges fo the sheet then
what you're left with is potentially the frames all along the top, bottom and sides
having different sizes to those that were safely nestled in the middle.
After hours of wrestling with it, testing and creating all kinds of messed-up atlases
I finally found a solid solution and merged it into V3. You can now have your cake
and eat it.

Even more fixes
I also fixed issues with the displayOrigin setters, where it would calculate the
wrong value due to an operator order error. I fixed an issue with the Input

Manager where one event would be emitted from all scenes, rather than just the
scene in which it was dispatched from. I fixed some eslint issues, removed
random console logs, did more jsdoc work, fixed a huge stack of examples that
relied on the old mousemove API and even fixed an issue in the TweenData
class where it would incorrectly set the start values if the end value was relative.
It's been a busy week for sure.
While I've been doing this, Felipe has been working on adding the last great (and
needed) feature to the renderer: masks. We're supporting both Geometry and
Bitmap based masks, using a variety of methods: stencil buffer, canvas clip and
shader FBO based, to give the best variety of results and speed. Masking is
vitally important in games and in V2 it was quite limited. You could only use
shapes like rectangles and circles for it, and invoking more complex shapes over
lots of objects became really expensive. We wanted V3 to have a proper modern
mask system and that is what we will hopefully demo to you next week.

Friday Fun
It was a long, hard week of development. So to let off a little steam, and to also
test another approach at isometric support, I created a small demo on Friday. It's
basically a bunch of iso blocks with a fun wave pattern running through them,
each z-index depth sorted in real-time.

Wavy isoblocks

You can use the arrow keys to move the camera and zoom in and out :) Feel free
to edit the source and see what you can create. It's all handled with a couple of
tween callbacks.
That's it for this Dev Log. Next week I'll bring you an update on the development
schedule. We're obviously behind where we wanted to be (by around 1 month)
although I'm hoping the extra help I'm bringing onboard will claw some of that
back. I've got a mixed bag of issues, features and the ever continuing jsdoc work
to do this week and then I'll start planning out the new Scale Manager in more
depth. I've already got a lot of ideas for it but haven't started development yet.
If you were one of those who opened a V3 GitHub issue then thank you! They all
help make it more stable and powerful. If not, please give Beta 9 and whirl and let
us know how you get on.

Phaser 3 Labs
Phaser 3 Beta 9 is out and ready for testing.
Visit the Phaser 3 Labs to view the new API structure in depth, read the FAQ,
previous Developer Logs and contribution guides.
You can also join the Phaser 3 Google Group or post to the Phaser 3 Forum we'd love to hear from you!

Feel nostalgic for days gone by? Console yourself by sending your terminal back
in time with Cool Retro Term.
These guys have released 500 HTML5 games over the past 4 years. Amazing
stuff! How do you match-up? :)
Farewell Firebug, you were revolutionary for your time and changed the way we
debugged the web forever!

Phaser Releases
Phaser CE 2.9.1 released October 10th 2017.
Phaser 3 Beta 9 released November 6th 2017.
Please help support Phaser development

Have some news you'd like published? Email support@phaser.io or tweet us.
Missed an issue? Check out the Back Issues page.
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